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ISSUE:
The cost sharing process begins with the PI’s desire to submit a proposal with cost sharing. The PI must obtain approval to include cost sharing in a proposal. Approval for cost sharing is made by the Dean’s or director’s office. The business process below details how campus users will obtain approval for cost sharing from their Dean’s offices. While the Dean’s office has the responsibility of approving cost sharing, they are not obligated to follow a specific process. Each office may customize its own process for cost sharing approvals.

PROCESS with Tool:
1. The PI will decide that s/he wants to offer cost sharing in a proposal.
2. The campus user (most likely an administrator with the PI’s assistance) will complete the cost sharing tool. Instructions can be found at the tool’s website: [https://www.rsp.wisc.edu/services/admin/CostShareToolkit/CostShareToolkit1.cfm](https://www.rsp.wisc.edu/services/admin/CostShareToolkit/CostShareToolkit1.cfm) by clicking on the “Instructions” hyperlink at the top of the page.
3. The campus user will follow the Dean’s office procedure for submitting the tool form (possibly obtaining chair’s approval first, then sending as an attachment to an e-mail or as an attachment in a WISPER record).
4. The Dean’s office will make a determination on the cost sharing request (approve, deny, or suggest modification).
5. If approved, the campus user will create a WISPER record (if not already created) and enter information on the General tab, Approvals tab, and Attachments tab. This information will document that the cost share request was approved by the Dean’s office and outline the cost sharing plan. See below and next page.

   i. The WISPER general tab should be filled out by campus, to indicate approved cost sharing is offered in the proposal.
ii. The WISPER approval tab should be filled out by campus, to indicate Dean’s office has reviewed and approved cost sharing in the proposal.

iii. The WISPER attachments tab can have the Cost sharing tool summary attached, to indicate Dean’s office has approved a specific cost sharing plan, as devised by the PI/Dept.
**PROCESS without Tool:**

1. The PI will decide to offer cost sharing in a proposal.
2. The PI or campus user will initiate an approval request in the proposal WISPER record. The approval type "Cost Share" should be used and a brief explanation of the cost sharing type, source, and amount should be entered in the text box (see 5.ii. under Process with Tool). The approval request should be routed to the Dean’s office.
3. The Dean’s or director’s office will make a determination on the request. If they select “Approved”, this will document that the cost share request was approved by them.
4. If approved, the campus user will enter the appropriate information on the General tab of the WISPER record (see 5.i. under Process with Tool).